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Our school is participating in a virtual event called 
Side-by-Side Science. This assembly will build 
your students' excitement in science through active 
participation in hands-on experiments. This list of 
items should be gathered prior to the presentation. 

Please select from at least any 3-4 of the 
experiments from page 2 and have those items 
ready for your students' use. Students may choose 
to gather items for additional experiments to 
participate in even more of the follow-along 
lessons.

If some of these items are not readily available 
then please do not go out and make any 
purchases. As long as the scientists have the 
materials needed for a few of the experiments, 
they can just watch the rest. 

Once the kids see what can be 
done with these simple items, 
they’ll remember them for a later 
time when they have the 
materials. 



Materials list
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             Friction Experiment 

       -Sandwich size plastic Ziploc bag
      (or generic but must be the kind  
       with the press and close 'zipper')

-Scissors

               Air Pressure experiment

- 1 light weight Ping Pong Ball 
- 1 Plastic bendy drinking straw

             Chemistry Experiment * 

- pencil or pen
- a container that's big enough to hold a 
styrofoam cup (a cereal bowl works well)

-2 styrofoam cups (must be styrofoam - some 
foam cups are made of biodegradable plant 
materials. That type cannot be used)

-2 ounces of fingernail polish remover (must be 
100% acetone with no additives)

 
          Chemistry Experiment*

-1 empty plastic soda bottle (can be same 
one as the bottle used above)
-4 tablespoons of baking soda
-3 oz. of white vinegar
- one balloon (not blown up) 9” size or 
larger

                       Physics Experiment

         - One nickel or penny
             -1 playing card
          -1 empty water bottle 

             

                      Mathematical Experiment 

-one piece of string or rope about 3 feet long (can 
also be a ribbon but must be able to lay flat). A shoe lace 
or piece of yarn works great for this.

1. FREE-FALL 2. KNOT POSSIBLE

* EYE PROTECTION OR SAFETY GLASSES NEEDED
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1 – Free Fall (physics experiment)
One nickel or penny, 1 playing card and 1 empty water bottle

2 – Knot Possible (math experiment)
One piece of string or rope about 3 feet long. Cooking string, yarn or a shoe lace as examples.

3 – Bendy Toy (friction experiment)
Sandwich size ziplock, generic ok, press to close(not slider) and scissors

4 – Floating Ball (air pressure experiment)
1 light weight ping pong ball                                 1 plastic bendy straw

5 – Exploding Balloon (chemistry experiment)
1 empty water bottle, 4 Tbls baking soda, 3 oz. white vinegar, one balloon not inflated 9” or larger

6 – Vanishing cup (chemistry experiment)
1 pencil or pen, medium container, 2 Styrofoam cups, 2oz. polish remover (100% acetone w/no additives)

Note to the coordinators of Side-By-Side science:
Some schools choose to purchase all the needed items in bulk and distribute them to 
their students. Or kids can just gather what they have at home. How you do it is up to 
you. There are many good choices and various brands for these items but the images 
above are suggestions that some schools have used in the past.
Any items similar to these will work fine!
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